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Where there is a will, there is a way. Ask Anil

Anupma Khanna | Dehradun

Eighteen-year-old Anil is a physically challenged youth from Silmoria, a remote hamlet in Nainital. Having deformity induced dysfunctional legs he
throws his body weight on his slipper-clutching hands as he crawls his way to this reporter. With the help of by standing children, he alights
himself on a chair and greets with a genuine smile.

At first glance, one feels regretful for the teenaged boy who will never stand. However, after just a minute with him as he shares as to how he
has been using the Right to Information Act to bring about development in his village and Anil Kumar emerges tall. He is one of the hundred
children who have come together from 104 villages of Uttarakhand to tell of their successes and challenges in exercising the RTI to initiate a
positive change at the two-day statewide RTI workshop, ‘Right to Information and the Children of Uttarakhand’ that commenced this Sunday.

With support from Mountain’s Children Foundation, nineteen other NGOs and the Uttarakhand Information Commission, in the past one year
3682 children have been trained in using the RTI to solve problems in their community. And they have submitted over 479 RTI applications that
have impacted them in big ways — roads being built and repaired, teachers attending school, electricity restored, births being registered and food
through PDS being given on time.

“My village is beset with a lot of  problems but I  am determined to address these with the help of RTI. I  filed an RTI  request last month
questioning the water department as to why our village doesn’t have the Payjal facility. I have not got any satisfactory response so far but shall
keep filing RTI applications till my village gets water. The RTI Act is a very powerful tool for the common man to lead a decent life and I have
decided to educate people on civil rights after pursuing B.Ed,” Anil Kumar told The Pioneer.

From lessening the supply of illegal liquor, college campuses being kept clean to curbing uncontrolled sand mining, the children are fast changing
the world they live in.

However, their experiments with the RTI have not been completely sans hurdles, from many of these children been misguided that they were not
eligible to making RTI requests till 18 years old to personal threats to the child and his family. However, the children are far from deterred.

And in a motivational bid, the Chief Information Commissioner for Uttarakhand, RS Tolia will be awarding some of these change — agents on
Monday. These include Devrat Verma of Horrawalla, Dehradun for removal of large CC pipes from the road, Vimla Basera of Pithoragarh for
successfully using RTI to rectify low voltage during exams, Tehri’s Mahavir for making teachers attend school, Jaideep Negi of Karwa Gaon,
Uttarkashi for bringing about vaccination of children in his village by ensuring regular visits of an ANM among others.

According to a survey on the progress of the one-year RTI and mountain children campaign, RTI awareness has increased from 26.38 per cent in
2008 to the current 87.24 percent. And the use of RTI has risen from a meager 0.35 per cent to 4.73 per cent, an encouraging growth despite
their still being a long way to go.

As remarked by Aditi  Kaur, president MCF, in an exclusive conversation with The Pioneer, “Working with young people is one of the most
important ways of promoting RTI awareness in rural areas. Educating a woman is often stressed as the woman teaches the next generation, her
children. However, I must emphasise that educating children is educating both the future generation as well as the older generation; as these
children have proved through the awareness that they have brought about among the elders in their villages.”
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